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Abstract
Light scattering and surface Plasmon calculations were done on a variety of novel geometries
using the DDSCAT software package, which simulates the scattering of objects using the
discrete dipole approximation method. Calculations were done on core shell nanoparticles
consisting of a silver shell and a TiO2 core in order to determine changes in the extinction
spectrum and the near field patterns. Several geometries were tested, including spheres,
cylinders, and hexagons, each of varying size and number. It was determined that when
geometries were coupled together, there was significant near field enhancement where the
geometries were in contact. This enhancement along with the increase in extinction in the visible
region of the light spectrum makes these nanoparticles idea for solar cell technology, where they
would increase efficiency.
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1. Introduction
Nanoparticles have been of great interest in a multitude of different fields for many
years1, sought after for their unique properties and capabilities. Some of these properties show
promise in the developing field of solar technology, where efficiency and cost savings are
paramount in creating new technologies. Nanotechnology can help in these endeavors on both
fronts, decreasing the cost of solar cells by using cheaper to fabricate materials while still
increasing efficiency. In this thesis, we will discuss the background properties being exploited
and present several new ways different nanoparticle geometries can be used to help with solar
cell technology. A brief background on all concepts, from localized surface plasmon resonance
to the discrete dipole approximation method, will be included, as well as a short explanation on
the specifics of how solar cell technology can be improved with nanotechnology.

2. Background
2.1 Plasmonics Background
Light scattering of small nanoparticles is of special research interest today for a variety of
applications. From medical fields where nanoparticles are used for various types of imaging and
drug delivery systems2, to the energy sector where they are used to increase the efficiency of
solar cells, the way these nanoparticles scatter light is of vital importance to the research. Light
scattering is, in general, the attenuation of a beam of light by particles, either by absorption or
scattering3. The sum of these two parts is known as the extinction.

Figure 1 - Schematic of plasmon oscillation for a sphere, showing the displacement of the conduction electron charge
cloud relative to the nuclei1.

When metallic nanoparticles are hit with light, the corresponding e-field causes the
collective electron cloud of the nanoparticle to oscillate. This collective oscillation is called the
dipole Plasmon resonance of the particle1. The focus of this paper includes the extinction bands
associated with various geometries, as well as the near field intensities. Depending on the type of
geometry and the size of the nanoparticle, the near field will be enhanced to different degrees,
while the extinction bands will be shifted to different wavelengths.
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Mie was able to solve Maxwell’s Equations exactly for spherical particles of arbitrary
size . However, more complicated geometries of particles are prohibitively difficult to solve
exactly, which means approximations need to be made in order to calculate the scattering and
absorption of these more complicated particles. There are several finite element analysis
techniques which are capable of creating these approximations, but the most applicable for the
purposes of this paper was the discrete Dipole Approximation.
4

2.2 Discrete Dipole Approximation
DDSCAT is an open-source software package which is capable of calculating absorption and
scattering properties of targets using the “discrete dipole approximation” method5,4,6. Since an
exact calculating for these scatterings using the Maxwell Equations can only be done for certain
simple shapes, we need to apply this approximation in order to calculate the absorption and
scattering of more complex and arbitrary geometries. The basic premise of this technique is that
the volume of the object is broken down into a representative array of dipoles arranged in a cubic
lattice. These dipoles can be considered very small subsections of the target volume and their
polarizability. The accuracy of this method is dependent on the number of dipoles used to
represent the target object, which is limited only by the computational power available. The
validity of the approximation has two main criteria:
1. The equation |m|kd ≤ 1 (where m is the complex refractive index, k is a function of the
incident wavelength, and d is the dipole spacing) must be satisfied so that the lattice
spacing d is small enough compared to the wavelength of the incident light striking the
target.
2. Either d must be small enough or N large enough such that the target object is accurately
depicted with the lattice of dipoles.
For the core-shell nanoparticles to be studied here, the following calculations were done to
verify that the materials being used and the number and spacing of the dipoles fell within the
satisfactory range of values that would give accurate results from the DDA method. Since the
values of the complex refractive index for TiO2 and Ag vary over the range of wavelengths being
tested7, we calculated the criteria equation at the largest refractive index as well as at the smallest
wavelength since these would be the points at which maxima and minima would occur.
When calculating irregular geometries or geometries which consist of multiple shapes, it
becomes important to calculate the effective radius. The effective radius is a measure of the
radius of a sphere which has the same volume as the geometry being calculated. For example, if
a geometry file consists of two spheres each with a radius of 10 nm, then the effective radius
would be 12.5 nm, or the radius of a sphere which has a volume equal to the total volume of the
two smaller spheres.
DDSCAT was also chosen over other software packages capable of calculating the
scattering using DDA because it allowed us to create custom target geometries and arrays which
would be difficult or impossible otherwise. By using a simple script in Matlab, we could create
targets that were composed of any number of core-shell spheres arranged arbitrarily in 3-
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dimensional space. This script would then output the information into a file that could be read by
DDSCAT.

2.3 Visualization
While these geometries are represented in a logical array of coordinate numbers, it is
impossible visualize what the geometry is simulating without some kind of software. By using
another open source program called LiteBil8, we were able to visualize these targets and inspect
them to make sure they were arranged properly in space. LiteBil is a software program
developed by the Laboratory of Paper Coating and Converting at the Åbo Akademi University
and is specifically made to be compatible with the DDSCAT package. By giving it a simple text
file of the geometry, LiteBil will create a three dimensional representation of the shape which
can be manipulated in space using the mouse.
LiteBil was crucial in verifying that our simulations were running the geometries which
we wanted them to run. In the beginning of the process, we would often attempt simulations
which resulted in confusing data, only to later realize using the visualization software that the
placement in space of the geometries was incorrect.

2.4 Near Field Enhancement
A large component of the calculations done in this thesis had to do with the near field
enhancement of the nanoparticles. When within 2 wavelengths of the source of radiation, in this
case the scattered light, the electromagnetic field does not behave predictably9. This is the near
field, and strong electromagnetic enhancement can occur when nanoparticles scatter light10.
Using DDSCAT and Matlab, we are able to calculate the near field enhancement at any given
wavelength and create an image with which we can see how certain geometries create different
patterns.

2.5 Solar Technology Background and Applications
One of the most interesting applications suited for these core-shell nanoparticles is that of
photovoltaics11. Currently, solar cells rely on silicon substrates which are relatively thick in order
to absorb enough light to produce energy12. This method is currently inefficient and has a high
cost associated with it, meaning it cannot adequately compete with fossil fuels as a consumer
energy source. Nanoparticles have increasingly become interesting to energy research because
they allow the solar cell to use less silicon, thus reducing the overall cost of production, while
maintaining the required light absorption. By harnessing the surface Plasmon resonance of these
nanoparticles, the enhancement of incident light can help increase the efficiency of these solar
cells by up to 10%13.
The three main ways to utilize these nanoparticles in improving solar cell devices are
graphically illustrated below. In part a, the nanoparticles are placed at the surface of the
semiconductor to scatter and trap light into the bulk substrate, which increases the effective
optical path length of the light from the sun. In part b, the surface plasmons of the nanoparticles
are excited by the incoming light, and as a result, their near-field creates electron-hole pairs in
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the semiconductor. Figure c is different but still relevant, as it uses a patterned nanosurface
instead of nanoparticles at the back of the substrate to act as a waveguide that forces light to
propagate within the semiconductor layer.

Figure 2 – Plasmonic light-trapping geometries for thin-film solar cells from Harry A. Atwater and Albert

Polman.14 A) Light trapping by scattering from metal nanoparticles. B) Light trapping by the excitation of
localized surface plasmons. C) Light trapping by the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons at the
metal/semiconductor interface.

A new branch of solar cell technology has been focusing on the use of photosensitive dye
molecules which are attached to TiO2 nanoparticles15. The dye molecules collect the light
energy, which move charge particles across the liquid electrolyte layer in which the nanoparticles
reside. A schematic of the process is given below in figure 3.

Figure 3 – Cartoon representing the function of dye-sensitizing solar cells. Light is absorbed by the dye particles, which
passes electrons from the electrolyte through the TiO22 particles and into the electrode, generating energy.

There are several benefits to this type of solar cell, the main one being the reduction of
cost. Since the purity level for silicon required for use in typical solar cells needs to be high, it is
necessarily expensive at the same time. By reducing the use of the silicon substrate and replacing
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it with cheaper materials, such as TiO2, the overall cost of the solar cell is reduced significantly.
This design also boasts increased efficiencies on the order of 10% over traditional solar
technology. The downside, however, is that the materials used, such as the dye and electrolyte,
are more prone to degradation and will begin to fail in a relatively short amount of time16.

2.6 Previous Work
The light scattering of nanoparticles is not a new concept, as previous research have
described and explained many of the phenomenon we see in today’s research. Solid particles
made up of metallic materials are the most well known, with spherical nanoparticles made of
well known metals such as silver and gold already well characterized17,18. The interesting thing
to look at is when these nanoparticles become more complicated in structure as well as
composition. Core-shell nanoparticles, ones which consist of a core and shell which are of
different materials, are of interest because they often replace cheaper materials where more
expensive ones can be sacrificed19. These core-shell particles can also broaden the scattering
spectrum, making them absorb at more convenient light wavelengths. We moved forward from
work done by Dr. Zhili Zhang and Dr. Quanshui Li to determine the effects of more complicated
geometries.

3. Spheres
Previous work by fellow researchers in this lab has shown that core shell nanoparticles
composed of silver and TiO2 can have their extinction peaks tuned by varying the size of the
particle as well as the ratio of the core to the shell. As a follow up to that research, the effect of
two core-shell nanoparticles on each other when they are in close proximity was studied.
DDSCAT simulations were done at varying nanoparticle separations to determine how the
enhancement of the near field changed as a function of the gap distance. The two nanoparticles
were identical copies, ensuring the effects were only a result of the gap distance. The next set of
simulations was of groups of three core-shell nanoparticles arranged in a line. Again, the
nanoparticles were all identical copies, the only difference among simulations being the gap
separating each of the nanoparticles from each other.

3.1 Double Spheres
The LiteBil rendering in the figure below illustrates the orientation of the two spheres
being calculated. The two spheres have an outer shell of Ag surrounding an inner core of TiO2.
From this point on, sphere will be referred to by a designation which gives both its outer and
inner radius. For example, a 15R05r sphere has an outer radius of 15 nm and an inner radius of 5
nm. Both radii are measured from the center of the sphere, which means the previous example is
composed of a core with a radius of 5 nm and an outer shell which is 10 nm thick. Calculations
were done with spheres of various sizes and at various gap distances. The results are presented in
the figures below.
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Figure 4 - LiteBil rendering of two spheres.

Figures 5 through 8 show the extinction profiles of the various sphere sizes with different
gap distances. In each of them, there are two distinct peaks in each profile, one which remains
relatively stationary while the other moves depending on the variables being changed.
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Figure 5 – Graph of the extinction curve of 2 spheres with outer radius 15 and inner radius 5 of varying gap distance.
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Figure 6 – Graph of the extinction curve of 2 spheres with outer radius 20 and inner radius 10 of varying gap distance.
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Figure 7 – Graph of the extinction curve of 2 spheres with outer radius 25 and inner radius 15 of varying gap distance.
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Figure 8 – Graph of the extinction curve of 2 spheres with outer radius 30 and inner radius 20 of varying gap distance.

It is clear that as the size of the sphere is increased, the second extinction peaks begin to
shift to the right in wavelength. This can be seen to a great degree when comparing figure 3 with
figure 6, since in figure 3 the second set of peaks in nearly on top of the first peak, while in
figure 6 they have shifted far to the right. Second, we can see the effect that gap distance has on
the extinction profiles. When the gap distance between any given spheres is increased, we see
that the peak is shifted to the left. The greatest change happens between the 0 nm and 2 nm gap.
An interesting property of the figures that should be pointed out is the height of the 0 nm gap
peak in relation to the other peaks in the same graph as nanoparticle size increases. While at
small nanoparticle sizes, the 0 nm gap condition has a smaller peak than the others, yet when the
nanoparticle has grown to the largest size tested, the 0 nm gap condition shows the largest peak.
This trend can be more clearly shown in the figure below.
Figure 9 gives the most descriptive picture of what happens as the ratio of radii changes
and as the gap distance changes. For sphere arrays where the core radius is small compared to the
outer shell radius, the 0 nm gap simulation, where the two spheres are touching, shows less
extinction than that of any non zero gap. However, as this ratio begins to increase, the 0 nm gap
situation begins to increase, eventually overtaking the extinction peaks of the non-zero
conditions when the ratio increases above 0.6. This shows that there is a strong relationship
between the size of the particle and how it behaves when in close proximity with another sphere.
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Also, we can conclude that in order to maximize the extinction of the spheres, both the size of
the particle as well as the inter sphere distance needs to be taken into account.

Peak extinctions as ratio increases
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0.00
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0.40
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0.60
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Figure 9 – Graph of comparison of peak extinctions and the inner outer ratios of the spheres, of varying gap distances.

Figures 10 and 11 show various near field images of the core shell spheres at different
conditions. There are several conclusions we can draw from these images. First, the intensity of
the enhancement is strongly dependent on the size of the particle, as well as the inter-sphere
distance. We can see that the highest intensity occurs when the spheres are just touching with a
gap of 0 nm, and is focused in a very small area. The intensity is also increased as the size of the
nanoparticle increases, but the location of the enhancement is still tightly packed between the
spheres. When we compare the near field images of spheres of varying gap distances, we can see
that the intensity drops significantly when the spheres increase the gap distance, and the near
field pattern becomes more distributed.
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Figure 10 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations of 2 core/shell spheres positioned at varying distances. The top left
image is of 2 spheres with no gap, the top right image is of 2 spheres with 2 nm gap distance, the bottom left image is of 2
spheres with 4 nm gap distance, and the bottom right image is of 2 spheres with 6 nm gap distance. Incident

light is from left to right for all images.
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Figure 11 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations of 2 core/shell spheres of varying size positioned at 0 nm gap
distance. The top left image is of 2 15R05r spheres, the top right image is of 2 20R10r spheres, the bottom left image is of 2
25R15r spheres, and the bottom right image is of 2 30R20r spheres. Incident light is from left to right for all

images.

Figures 12 and 13 were created using the near field images and show the intensity of the
enhancement with changes in the gap distance as well as changes in the size of the particle. We
can see from figure 12 that the greatest enhancement occurs when the spheres are touching, and
that it drops off rapidly as the gap distance is increases. No matter the size of the spheres, it is
clear that at a 6 nm gap, which is a small distance relative to the size of the two spheres, the
enhancement drops to negligible levels. Figure 13 compares the near field enhancement to the
effective radius of the spheres. The effective radius is a measure of the size of a sphere of equal
volume to the two being measured. For example, the effective radius of two spheres of radius 15
nm is equal to that of a single larger sphere of equal volume, in this case, approximately 18 nm.
We can see that as the effective radius of the sphere is increased, so is the near field
enhancement. Also, we can see that with spheres, the greatest near field enhancement occurs
when the spheres are touching, and drops significantly when the gap distance is increased.
Finally, we can see that the increase in near field enhancement is basically linear with increasing
sphere size.
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Figure 12 – Graph of near field intensities at varying gap distances. Each line represents a different set of spheres
depending on size.
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Figure 13 – Graph of the near field intensity vs. the effective radius of the arrays. Each line represents a different gap
distance.
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3.2 Triple Spheres
Two sphere arrays showed great promise in both extinction tunablility. Following this
path, we sought to determine whether the addition of a third sphere to the array would create
even more extinction, and whether this would increase would be significant enough to pursue.
Figure 14 above shows the arrangement of these three spheres. Similar to the two sphere
conditions, these simulations were done at varying inter sphere gap distances and for varying
sphere sizes. Each sphere in the array is identical in size to those next to it. The results of the
simulation are presented below.

Figure 14 - LiteBil rendering of the geometry file used to simulate 3 touching core/shell spheres in DDSCAT.

The extinction peaks of 3 spheres, if compared to those of 2 spheres, are very similar in
both maximum extinction as well as peak location. It would seem, from this data, that the
inclusion of a third sphere into the array adds approximately 30% to the maximum extinction
peaks, meaning the addition of spheres adds linearly to the extinction profile. While we can say
this for nanoparticle, it is also likely that we are simply in the linear regime of the curve, and that
the addition of more spheres would not increase the extinction enhancement by a similar number.
Only more simulations will answer that question.
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Figure 15 – Graph of the extinction curve of 3 spheres with outer radius 15 and inner radius 5 of varying gap distance.
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Figure 16 – Graph of the extinction curve of 3 spheres with outer radius 20 and inner radius 10 of varying gap distance.

We can see from figure 17 that the enhancement of the near field is the most prominent
as when the spheres are touching. As the gaps are increased, the maximum intensity begins to
drop significantly even with a small increase in the space among them. The difference between
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the intensity of the touching spheres and that of the spheres with a 2 unit gap is nearly 20,
meaning even small changes in the arrangement in these nanoparticles can result in major
differences in the near field intensities. It should be noted that when struck from the side by the
incident light, the enhancement is distributed between the intersphere spaces, and not directly
centered in the middle sphere. These results are in agreement with the two sphere calculations,
and show many of the same traits.

Figure 17 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations of 3 core/shell spheres positioned at varying distances. The top left
image is of 3 spheres with no gap, the top right image is of 3 spheres with 2 nm of gap distance, the bottom left image is of
3 spheres with 4 nm gap distance, and the bottom right image is of 3 spheres with 6 nm of gap distance among

them. Incident light is from left to right for all images.

Figure 18 shows a comparison of the near field enhancements for three sphere arrays and
their comparable two sphere arrays. The blue and purple lines represent the near field
enhancement of two sphere arrays, while the green and red represent the three sphere arrays. We
can see that when the 15 nm radius sphere array is increased from two spheres to three spheres,
the whole curve is shifted up by approximately 20 units. For the 20 nm radius spheres, when
comparing the two sphere array to the three sphere array, we can see that adding a third sphere
increases the enhancement when the spheres are touching by a larger percentage than the 15 nm
sphere experience. It can also be seen that no matter the size of the sphere or how many spheres
are in the array, an increase in gap distance significantly decreases the amount of enhancement
shown. The overall conclusion this figure gives us is that, at smaller sphere sizes, enhancement is
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increased by the same amount no matter the gap distance between the spheres. However, at
larger sphere sizes, the increase in near field enhancement is more significant at small gap
distances.
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Figure 18 – Graph of the near field intensity at varying gap distances of 2 sphere and 3 sphere arrays.

3.3 L Arrays of Spheres
There have been studies stating nanorods shaped in L configurations showed interesting
characteristics when scattering light20. We decided to take our sphere arrays and creating L
shaped arrays where a row and column of spheres are placed in space such that they create a 90
degree angle. We also wanted to determine what the effects would be when we took an
asymmetrical geometry and changed the direction of incident light. Simulations were also done
on a larger array of core-shell nanoparticles arranged in an L-shape, where four particles formed
a line along the Y-axis and three ran along the X-axis. Each sphere has an outer radius of 10 nm
and a core radius of 5 nm. Incident light was shown on the array from different directions in
order to study the effect of light attenuation through a series of nanoparticles. Figure 19 below
shows the configuration of the nanoparticles in space.
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Figure 19 - LiteBil rendering of the geometry file used to simulate 7 touching core/shell spheres in DDSCAT.

Figures 20 through 22 show the extinction profiles of the L array simulations when the
geometry was struck from different directions. The short side is a reference to the side of the
geometry consisting of 3 spheres, while the long side refers to the 4 sphere side. When incident
light was shown on all spheres at the same time, it was referred to the face of the geometry. We
can see that the extinction profile is very much dependent on the orientation of the geometry.
When struck from the short side, there is a strong extinction peak at 550 nm. However, when we
change to the short side, we see that there is less extinction at this location and the overall curve
is less significant. Finally, when we change the incident light to strike the face of the geometry,
we see that the 550 nm peak is drastically reduced, while another peak at 300 nm becomes much
more prominent. From all of these graphs, we can conclude that the orientation of the geometry
strongly influences the extinction peaks.
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Figure 20 – Graph of the extinction curve of the L sphere array with the incident light striking the short side of the
geometry.
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Figure 21 – Graph of the extinction curve of the L sphere array with the incident light striking the long side of the
geometry.
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Figure 22 – Graph of the extinction curve of the L sphere array with the incident light striking the face of the geometry.

The 6 sphere array is an interesting geometry to look at, since it is a very much
asymmetrical structure. From figure 23, we can see that as the incident light which strikes the
sphere array is changed to strike from different angles, the overall near field intensities are
drastically different. For example, the top right image where the light is incident into the page
and strikes each sphere equally shows an interesting phenomenon where there is a slight
enhancement out in space near the bend of the L. Though not for certain, we can say that there
must be some kind of interference pattern that causes enhancement in that empty space. Also, by
comparing the two bottom images of the figure, which both have the incident light striking from
the left, we can see that the spheres which are the first to encounter the incident light are the ones
which have the most significant enhancement. The trailing spheres, shielded from the incident
light by the first set, show little to no near field patterns. Similar to the previous results of 3
spheres touching, enhancement is most prominent between spheres directly exposed to the
incident light. However, it seems that the addition of other spheres in the L array reduce the
overall intensity of the enhancement. When comparing the bottom right image of figure 5 to that
of the top left of figure 3, the three spheres exposed to the light are in the same configuration, yet
the L array has almost half the maximum intensity, even though the three other spheres of the
array have no significant enhancement of their own.
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Figure 23 - Near field images of DDSCAT simulations of 6 core/shell spheres arranged in an “L” pattern with different
directions of incident light. For the top left image, the incident light is from left to right, for the top right image, the
incident light is into the page, for the bottom left image, the incident light is from left to right, and for the

bottom right image, the incident light is from left to right.

4. Core Cladding Cylinders
Other researchers have stated that cylinder shaped nanoparticles are much better at
trapping and focusing light energy into the photovoltaic layers of a solar cell14,21, so we decided
to investigate how these core cladding nanoparticles would behave in simulation. We call these
cylinders “core cladding” cylinders because the arrangement of the metal layers is most
reminiscent of the core and cladding of fiber wires. Using Matlab, we designed an array of
cylinder shaped geometries which consisted of TiO2 cores with a silver cladding surrounding it.
The heights of the cylinders as well as the core to cladding ratio were varied in order to
determine the optimal size geometry for the given parameters. Initially, single cylinders were
tested to understand their basic extinction profiles. Coupled simulations of two cylinders in close
proximity were then tested and compared with the results given for both the spheres as well as
the single tests.
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4.1 Single Cylinders
Since we were not familiar with how these structures would behave, and could not find
much data on how these nanostructures would function, we first simulated single core cladding
cylinders in an effort to determine their extinction patterns and how their near field would
behave. Below are renderings of how the cylinders looked in space as well as the results of the
calculations. For all cylinder simulations, the incident light strikes the flat top of the cylinder.

Figure 24 – LiteBil renderings of the geometry file used to simulate core/cladding cylinders in DDSCAT. The left image is
a rendering of a cylinder with a height of 10 units and outer/inner radius of 20/15. The right is a rendering of a cylinder
with a height of 40 units and outer/inner radius of 15/10.

Figures 25 through 27 give an overall picture of the extinction patterns given by the core
cladding cylinders. We can see that the greatest extinction happens when the height of the
cylinder is at its smallest. This occurs consistently through all radius sizes and cylinder
simulations. We can also see that as the height is increased, the second peak is shifted slightly to
the left. By looking at figure 27, we can see that there is a strong correlation between the core
cladding ratio and the location of the extinction peak. As the ratio is increased, the peak shifts to
the right. These extinction profiles agree with the profiles calculated with the spheres in that
changes in geometry size results in similar shifts in wavelength. Also like the spheres, the first
peak is relatively stationary for all simulations and is less affected by the height of the cylinder.
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Figure 25 - Graph of the extinction curves for 20R15r cylinders of varying height.
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Figure 26 – Graph of the extinction curves for 15R05r cylinders of varying height.
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Figure 27 - Graph of the extinction curves for 30H cylinders of varying radius ratios.

Figures 28 though 30 describe much of the information gathered with the simulation of
the core/cladding cylinders of varying heights and inner/outer radii ratios. In figure 28, we see
that the height of the cylinder does very little to the shape of the near field or its maximum
intensity. The greatest enhancement occurs near the surface of the cylinder where the core meets
the cladding, which seems to be independent of the height of the particle. In figure 29, we see
that when the ratio between the radii of the core and the cladding are changed, there are
significant changes in how the near field behaves. When the cladding is small compared to the
core, enhancement is generally confined to the interface between the cladding and the core, with
some enhancement on the surface of the cylinder. However, as the core becomes larger in radius
compared to the cladding, the enhancement shifts into the center of the core as well as the ends
of cylinder. Finally, figure 30 looks at the various peaks where the near field is most intense. If
we take all of the images as a whole, we can see that most of the peaks have the greatest
enhancement of intensity near the ends of the cylinder where the core meets the cladding. This
figure has to do with a cylinder which happens to have a core and cladding with the same
thickness. Images of cylinders with other ratios would display different enhancement patterns.
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Figure 28 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations for core/cladding cylinders of varying heights and same

core/cladding radii (20 nm outer radius and 15 nm inner radius). The top left image is of a cylinder of height
40 nm, the top right image is of a cylinder of height 30 nm, the bottom left is of a cylinder of height 20 nm,
and the bottom right is of a cylinder of height 10 nm.
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Figure 29 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations for core/cladding cylinders of varying core/cladding

radii at the same height (30 nm). The top left image is of a cylinder of outer/inner radius ratio of 20/15, the
top right image is of a cylinder of outer/inner radius ratio of 15/10, the bottom left image is of a cylinder of
outer/inner radius ratio of 15/5, and the bottom right image is of a cylinder of outer/inner radius ratio of 10/5.
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Figure 30 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations for a core/cladding cylinder with height 40 nm and

inner/outer radius 15/5 nm measured at different wavelengths. The top left image is the cylinder measured at
wave number 66, the top right image is the cylinder at 90, the bottom left image is the cylinder at 110, and the
bottom right image is the cylinder at 140.

4.2 Double Cylinders
Naturally, we want to see what kind of extinction patterns we will be able to acquire
when 2 cylinders are coupled together, as well as how the near field intensities will react.
Similarly to the simulations done with the core shell spheres, the core cladding cylinders were
simulated at varying sizes, heights, radii ratios, and gap distances.
We can see from figures 31 and 32 that when two cylinders are coupled the way spheres
were in previous calculations, they behave in much the same way. Although their shapes are
different and the first peak seems to have disappeared, there is still a strong relationship between
the inter cylinder gap distance and the location of the second peak. As the gap distance is
increased, the curve shifts down and to the left, similarly to the sphere arrays. It seems that when
the height is increased, it lessens and broadens the entire peak, meaning that although more of
the spectrum is being absorbed, there is less enhancement due to the coupling of the cylinders.
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Figure 31 - Graph of the extinction curves of 2 cylinders of varying gap distances.
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Figure 32 - Graph of the extinction curve of 2 cylinders of varying gap distances.

The near field images for the coupled cylinders show interesting phenomenon not seen in
the sphere arrays. Figure 33 shows a top down view of the cylinders, and it is interesting to note
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that although the geometries are touching, there is not as much enhancement localized at a single
location compared to the spheres. As the gap distance increases, there are changes to the near
field patterns, but they do not seem to follow a predictable pattern. Figures 34 and 35 show the
near field geometries from a side cross-section, and from them we can see again that the near
field does not behave as expected. When the height is 10 nm, we see that there seems to be some
kind of “bracketing” with the enhancement, where it occurs preferentially on the front, back, and
along the silver TiO2 interface. For the cylinders of 20nm height, we see that as the gap distance
increases, the enhancement moves from the front face of the cylinders to the back face, all the
while keeping a relatively stable amount of enhancement. We can see from these figures that
cylinders do not show the same type of enhancement that spheres do, and that they are less likely
to behave as intended in an experimental setting.

Figure 33 – Near field images of two 10R05r cylinders with a height of 10 nm at varying gap distances. The top left image
is of the 2 cylinders with no gap distance, the top right image is of the cylinders with 2 nm of gap distance, and the bottom
left image is of the cylinders with 4 nm of gap distance. Incident light is into the page for all images.
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Figure 34 – Near field images of two 10R05r cylinders with a height of 10 nm at varying gap distances. The top left image
is of the 2 cylinders with no gap distance, the top right image is of the cylinders with 2 nm of gap distance, and the bottom
left image is of the cylinders with 4 nm of gap distance. Incident light is from left to right for all images.
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Figure 35 – Near field images of two 10R05r cylinders with a height of 20 nm at varying gap distances. The top left image
is of the 2 cylinders with no gap distance, the top right image is of the cylinders with 2 nm of gap distance, and the bottom
left image is of the cylinders with 4 nm of gap distance. Incident light is from left to right for all images.

5. Hexagons
From the simulations and results from previous geometries, such as those of the spheres
of varying gap width, a common phenomenon observed among them was the enhancement of the
near field intensity where the geometries come in contact with each other. In order to see if this
enhancement effect could be exploited to a higher degree by extending the surface area where
distinct geometries are in close approximation, honeycomb hexagonal structures were created
and tested. Hexagonal geometries with and without central cores were simulated individually to
characterize their behavior before simulating arrays of hexagons.

5.1 Single Hexagons
We can see from these representative extinction curves below that for core shell
hexagons, there are again two sets of extinction peaks. Similar to both the core shell spheres and
the core cladding cylinders, the locations of the two peaks are around the 300 nm and 550 nm
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wavelengths. From the two figures above, we can see that when the height of a single hexagon is
increased, the peaks drop and are significantly attenuated.

Figure 36 - LiteBil rendering of single hexagon geometry.
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Figure 37 – Graph of the extinction curve of a single hexagon 10 nm in height.
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Figure 38 – Graph of the extinction curve of a single hexagon 20 nm in height.

The near field images above show different near field properties of core shell hexagons of
various sizes. We can see that the extinction is very much localized around the interface between
the silver and the TiO2, and that there is not much correlation between the size of the core and
the intensity of the enhancement. The overall picture given by these simulations is that they
while they behave similar to spheres and cylinders in terms of extinction measurements, their
near field enhancements leave something to be desired.
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Figure 39 – Near field images of different core shell hexagons. The top left image is of a hexagon with a core

radius of 5 nm and a height of 10 nm, the top right is of a hexagon with a ore radius of 5 nm and a height of
20 nm, and the bottom left image is of a hexagon with core radius of 10 nm and a height of 10 nm.

5.2 Hexagon Arrays
After completing the single hexagon calculations, we moved on to looking at the
interactions of the hexagons when placed in arrays. The figure below shows how the hexagons
where arranged in space. Each hexagon was separated by a single nm of space.
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Figure 40 – LiteBil renderings of the geometry file used to simulate solid hexagons and core/cladding hexagons

in DDSCAT. Rendering of an array of core/cladding hexagon with a height of 10 nm, center to side length of
10 nm, and inner radius of 5 nm.

We can see from figure 41 that the hexagon shapes show significant enhancement where
the three structures are the closest. Most of the enhancement is relegated to the centers of the
silver shells where they are in close proximity to other particles. This is similar to the behavior of
the core cladding cylinders, which had the greatest near field enhancement near the same areas
due to the polarization of the incident light. While we were expecting the increased surface area
which is in close proximity to another particle would help increase the enhancement seen in the
spherical particle arrays, it is easy to see that this is not the case. Though interesting, the
hexagonal array is not much different than the core cladding cylinder in terms of near field
enhancement and intensity, and in some cases may be considered worse. We concluded that
though there was more surface area between the geometries, there were not enough
enhancements in either the near field or the extinction to warrant continued effort in creating
more of these simulations.

Figure 41 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations for 3 hexagons with a height of 10 nm, a side to center

distance of 15, and an inner core radius of 10 separated by a gap of 1 nm. The left image is the hexagon array
measured at wave number 81, and the right image is the hexagon array at 255.
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6. Ring Structures
A new branch of solar cell technology has been focusing on the use of photosensitive dye
molecules which are attached to TiO2 nanoparticles22. The dye molecules collect the light
energy, which move charge particles across the liquid electrolyte layer in which the nanoparticles
reside. In order for this type of solar cell to become efficient enough to be commercially viable,
there need to be improvements in the stability and control over the particles and the interfaces
among them. A preliminary step towards finding these improvements is simulating the
absorption and scattering of unique geometries. One such geometry is that of a silver ring
encircling several TiO2 particles. It is possible that by utilizing this silver ring, the nanoparticles
will be better controlled and will be better at the transference of charge necessary for the
generation of energy. Below is a rendering of what the structure would look like in space.

Figure 42 – LiteBil renderings of the geometry file used to simulate ring and particle cylinders in DDSCAT.

Figures 43 and 44 show a comparison of what the extinction would be when comparing
only a silver ring with one which has particles interspersed inside. We can see that the overall
curve is the same, with the main difference located at the peak created around 250 nm. Also
telling is the fact that the main extinction enhancement seems to appear far to the right in the
infrared spectrum, which is not as useful in solar technology. What this means is that there is
something about the structure of the ring independent of the particles which makes it less
attractive for solar technology.
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Figure 43 – Graph of the extinction curve of a silver ring with no particles.
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Figure 44 – Graph of the extinction curve of a silver ring with particles.

Finally, we look at the near field images of the ring. What figure 45 tells us is that the
main source of enhancement comes from the silver ring and not the interspersed TiO2 cylinders
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inside. As we can see from the bottom right image, the vast majority of the enhancement takes
place in the outer edges of the ring, the intensity six times stronger than the next peak. The TiO2
particles, on the other hand, do little to contribute to the near field. In the top left image, we see
that there is slight enhancement in the space between the TiO2 cylinders, but it is an order of
magnitude smaller than that of the ring. We can conclude from this data that it would be unwise
to continue to pursue this particular geometry for several reasons. First, there is very little usable
enhancement in the near field that could be gained though the addition of the silver ring. Second,
the extinction profile is not well situated in the visible range. Finally, the logistics of including
the ring in a dye-sensitizing solar cell is prohibitively difficult, and does not hold up to the
scrutiny of design laws.

Figure 45 – Near field images of DDSCAT simulations for a Ag ring 5 nm thick and 10 nm in height with 9

TiO2 particles of radius 5 inside measured at different wavelengths. The top left image is the ring measured at
wave number 57, the top right image is the ring at 80, the bottom left image is the ring at 137, and the bottom
right image is the ring at 275.
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7. Conclusion
It is clear that minute changes in the geometry or spatial distribution of the nanoparticles
can have profound effects on the extinction profiles and near field patterns. From our
simulations, we believe we have laid out the groundwork for others to begin manufacturing and
testing these nanoparticles in an effort to experimentally determine whether or not these discrete
dipole approximations are accurate in their predictions of scattering. Spheres, when used in
arrays, show the greatest promise in near field enhancement when in close proximity to each
other. They are also highly tunable, and can be made to preferentially absorb in the visible light
spectrum. Cylinders also show high tunablilty, but are less reliable in terms of near field
enhancement. Hexagon shapes, as well as the ring structure, did not show usable enhancement in
either the near field or the extinction profile, making them ill suited for this type of technology.

8.1 Future Work
The initial simulations given here show promise in the ever evolving world of
photovoltaic and energy research. There is, however, much to do in before these ideas can be
utilized. More work should be done with spheres and cylinders, expanding the variable matrix in
order to isolate the most important factors. These variables would include more tests of different
core shell ratios, gap distances, and nanoparticle sizes. Other shape and size dependencies need
to examined, and under more strenuous computational simulations. Shapes such as hemispheres,
pyramids, and cones would be prime examples of shapes which may give beneficial results.
Also, the arrangement of these particles in space has a great deal of influence over how they
behave, and it is important to consider all possibilities available. Finally, only field tests and
actual experimentation can reveal how these particles truly function in solar cell technology, and
it is with this goal in mind that we continue to pursue more efficient technology.
The world of photovoltaics is fast changing, and it is always important to keep in mind
how the technology will evolve and progress in order to always be on the leading edge.
Nanotechnology has the potential to open up a whole new dimension in high efficiency solar
cells, and these are just a few simple preliminary steps which have been taken towards that goal.
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Here are the Matlab codes which were used to generate the geometry data inputted into the
DDSCAT program. Each file is structured in a way that would give the user easy control over
the size, amount, and parameters of the shapes being created. While many of the steps were
automated, some were not, such as making changes to the ddscat.par file which contained
information such as the effective radius and measured wavelengths. The Matlab code requires
that certain files be in the active folder, such as ddscat.exe and the dielectric constant text files.
These were copied into the output folder in order to facilitate the creation of usable runs.

A.1 Code for creating spheres
Ls = 25; %sphere radius for calculations
Li = 15; %inner sphere radius
spheres = 2; %number of spheres
offX = zeros(1,spheres);
offY = zeros(1,spheres);
offZ = zeros(1,spheres);
offX = [0,0,40,0,0,0];
offY = [-28,28,0,40,80,120];
% offZ = [0,20,-20,0,20];
%% calculation parameters for output file documentation
X = Ls; %sphere radius
Y = Ls;
Z = Ls;
Xd = X*2; %diameter
Yd = Y*2;
Zd = Z*2;
Xs = Li*2;
Ys = Li*2;
Zs = Li*2;
Out = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
d = 1; %dipole #
di = 1; %inner dipole #
off = 1;
for off = 1:spheres
for i = (-Z+offZ(1,off)):(Z+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y+offY(1,off)):(Y+offY(1,off))
for k = (-X+offX(1,off)):(X+offX(1,off))
L = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2 + (koffX(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L <= Ls
if L <= Li
Out = [Out; d k j i 1 1 1];
d = d + 1;
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di = di + 1;
else
Out = [Out; d k j i 2 2 2];
d = d + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
Out(1,:) = [];
d = d - 1;
di = di - 1;
fid = fopen('output.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid, ' >TARCEL: concentric spheres; AX,AY,AZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f
BX,BY,BZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f', Xd, Yd, Zd, Xs, Ys, Zs);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n %8.0f %8.0f = NAT, NIN,', d, di);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 = A_1 vector\r\n 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000 = A_2 vector');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 = lattice spacings
(d_x,d_y,d_z)/d');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 = lattice offset x0(1-3) =
(x_TF,y_TF,z_TF)/d for dipole 0 0 0');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n
JA IX IY IZ ICOMP(x,y,z)\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'%7d %3d %3d %3d %1d %1d %1d\r\n', Out');
fclose(fid);
foldername = sprintf('%dSpheres%dR%dr',spheres,Ls,Li);
folderpath = strcat(foldername,'/');
filename = sprintf('%dSpheres%dR%dr.txt',spheres,Ls,Li);
mkdir(foldername);
copyfile('output.txt',filename);
copyfile('output.txt','shape.dat');
movefile(filename, folderpath);
movefile('shape.dat',folderpath);
copyfile('Ag.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('Ti.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat.exe',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat2.par','ddscat.par');
movefile('ddscat.par',folderpath);
disp(['Sucess, file saved to: ', foldername]);
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A.2 Code for creating cylinders
%%All cylinders are oriented such that the incident light
%%is along the x axis and strikes the circular face of the cylinder
R = [10, 10, 10]; %outer cylinder radius
r = [5, 5, 10]; %inner cylinder radius
H = [20, 20, 10]; %outer cylinder height
h = [10, 10, 10]; %inner cylinder height
hoff = [0, 0, 0]; %inner cylinder offset along x axis (0 means centered)
cylinders = 2; %number of cylinders
offX = zeros(1,cylinders);
offY = zeros(1,cylinders);
offZ = zeros(1,cylinders);
%

offX = [0,-40,40];
offY = [-12,12];
% offZ = [0,20,-20,0,20];

X = H;
Y = R;
Z = R;
Rc = R; %cylinder radius for calculations
Xi = H/2 + hoff; %inner cylinder centered at half outer height (with offset)
Xo = Xi - h/2; %inner cylinder lower bound
Xmax = Xi + h/2;
Xd = X; %diameter
Yd = Y*2;
Zd = Z*2;
ri = r; %inner cylinder radius
Xs = ri*2;
Ys = ri*2;
Zs = ri*2;
Out = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
d = 1; %dipole #
di = 1; %inner dipole #
off = 1;
for off = 1:cylinders
for i = (-Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off)):(Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y(1,off)+offY(1,off)):(Y(1,off)+offY(1,off))
for k = (0+offX(1,off)):(X(1,off)+offX(1,off))
L = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L <= Rc(1,off)
if L <= ri(1,off)
if k >= Xo(1,off) && k <= Xmax(1,off)
Out = [Out; d k j i 1 1 1];
d = d + 1;
di = di + 1;
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else
Out = [Out; d k j i 2 2 2];
d = d + 1;
end
else
Out = [Out; d k j i 2 2 2];
d = d + 1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
Out(1,:) = [];
d = d - 1;
di = di - 1;
fid = fopen('output.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid, ' >TARCEL: concentric cylinders; AX,AY,AZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f
BX,BY,BZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f', Xd, Yd, Zd, Xs, Ys, Zs);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n %8.0f %8.0f = NAT, NIN,', d, di);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 = A_1 vector\r\n 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000 = A_2 vector')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 = lattice spacings
(d_x,d_y,d_z)/d')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 = lattice offset x0(1-3) =
(x_TF,y_TF,z_TF)/d for dipole 0 0 0')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n
JA IX IY IZ ICOMP(x,y,z)\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'%7d %3d %3d %3d %1d %1d %1d\r\n', Out');
fclose(fid);
foldername = sprintf('%dCylinder%dR%dr%dHh',cylinders,R(1,1),r(1,1),H(1,1));
folderpath = strcat(foldername,'/');
filename =
sprintf('%dCylinder%dR%dr%dHh.txt',cylinders,R(1,1),r(1,1),H(1,1));
mkdir(foldername);
copyfile('output.txt',filename);
copyfile('output.txt','shape.dat');
movefile(filename, folderpath);
movefile('shape.dat',folderpath);
copyfile('Ag.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('Ti.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat.exe',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat2.par','ddscat.par');
movefile('ddscat.par',folderpath);
disp(['Sucess, file saved to: ', foldername]);
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A.3 Code for creating solid hexagons
%%All hex are oriented such that the incident light
%%is along the x axis and strikes the circular face of the hex
R = [20, 20, 20]; %Hex center to side distance
H = [10, 10, 10]; %Hex height
hex = 3; %number of cylinders (including ring)
offX = zeros(1,hex);
offY = zeros(1,hex);
offZ = zeros(1,hex);
%

offX = [0,-40,40];
%User defined offsets
offY = [18,-18,-18]; %user defined offsets
offZ = [0,21,-21];
%user defined offsets

%%Calculation variables for output file documantation
X = H;
Y = R*1.5;
Z = R*1.5;
Xd = X;
Yd = Y*2;
Zd = Z*2;
Out = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
d = 1; %dipole #
di = 1; %inner dipole #
for off = 1:hex;
for i = (-Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off)):(Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y(1,off)+offY(1,off)):(Y(1,off)+offY(1,off))
for k = (0+offX(1,off)):(X(1,off)+offX(1,off))
L1 = (abs(sqrt(3)/2*(j-offY(1,off))+1/2*(i-offZ(1,off))));
L2 = (abs(sqrt(3)/2*(j-offY(1,off))-1/2*(i-offZ(1,off))));
L3 = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L1 <= R(1,off) && L2 <= R(1,off) && abs(i-offZ(1,off))
<= R(1,off);
Out = [Out; d k j i 1 1 1];
d = d + 1;
end

end
end
end
end

Out(1,:) = [];
d = d - 1;
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di = di - 1;
fid = fopen('output.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid, ' >TARCEL: Hexagons; AX,AY,AZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f', Xd, Yd, Zd);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n %8.0f %8.0f = NAT, NIN,', d, di);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 = A_1 vector\r\n 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000 = A_2 vector');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 = lattice spacings
(d_x,d_y,d_z)/d');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 = lattice offset x0(1-3) =
(x_TF,y_TF,z_TF)/d for dipole 0 0 0');
fprintf(fid, '\r\n
JA IX IY IZ ICOMP(x,y,z)\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'%7d %3d %3d %3d %1d %1d %1d\r\n', Out');
fclose(fid);
foldername = sprintf('%dHex%dR%dH',hex,R(1,1),H(1,1));
folderpath = strcat(foldername,'/');
filename = sprintf('%dHex%dR%dH.txt',hex,R(1,1),H(1,1));
mkdir(foldername);
copyfile('output.txt',filename);
copyfile('output.txt','shape.dat');
movefile(filename, folderpath);
movefile('shape.dat',folderpath);
copyfile('Ag.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat.exe',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat1.par','ddscat.par');
movefile('ddscat.par',folderpath);
disp(['Sucess, file saved to: ', foldername]);
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A.4 Code for creating hexagons with circular cores
%%All hex are oriented such that the incident light
%%is along the x axis and strikes the circular face of the hex
R = [20, 20, 20]; %Hex center to side distance
H = [20, 20, 20]; %Hex height
Ri = [10, 10, 10]; %Hex core radius
hex = 3; %number of cylinders (including ring)
offX = zeros(1,hex);
offY = zeros(1,hex);
offZ = zeros(1,hex);
%

offX = [0,-40,40];
offY = [18,-18,-18];
offZ = [0,21,-21];

%% calculation parameters used for output documentation file
X = H;
Y = R*1.5;
Z = R*1.5;
Xd = X; %diameter
Yd = Y*2;
Zd = Z*2;
Xs = Ri*2;
Ys = Ri*2;
Zs = Ri*2;
Out = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
d = 1; %dipole #
di = 1; %inner dipole #
for off = 1:hex;
for i = (-Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off)):(Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y(1,off)+offY(1,off)):(Y(1,off)+offY(1,off))
for k = (0+offX(1,off)):(X(1,off)+offX(1,off))
L1 = (abs(sqrt(3)/2*(j-offY(1,off))+1/2*(i-offZ(1,off))));
L2 = (abs(sqrt(3)/2*(j-offY(1,off))-1/2*(i-offZ(1,off))));
L3 = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L1 <= R(1,off) && L2 <= R(1,off) && abs(i-offZ(1,off))
<= R(1,off);
if L3 <= Ri;
Out = [Out; d k j i 1 1 1];
d = d + 1;
di = di + 1;
else
Out = [Out; d k j i 2 2 2];
d = d + 1;
end
end
end
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end
end
end

Out(1,:) = [];
d = d - 1;
di = di - 1;
fid = fopen('output.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid, ' >TARCEL: Hexegons with Cores; AX,AY,AZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f
BX,BY,BZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f', Xd, Yd, Zd, Xs, Ys, Zs);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n %8.0f %8.0f = NAT, NIN,', d, di);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 = A_1 vector\r\n 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000 = A_2 vector')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 = lattice spacings
(d_x,d_y,d_z)/d')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 = lattice offset x0(1-3) =
(x_TF,y_TF,z_TF)/d for dipole 0 0 0')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n
JA IX IY IZ ICOMP(x,y,z)\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'%7d %3d %3d %3d %1d %1d %1d\r\n', Out');
fclose(fid);
foldername = sprintf('%dHexCore%dR%dr%dH',hex,R(1,1),Ri(1,1),H(1,1));
folderpath = strcat(foldername,'/');
filename = sprintf('%dHexCore%dR%dr%dH.txt',hex,R(1,1),Ri(1,1),H(1,1));
mkdir(foldername);
copyfile('output.txt',filename);
copyfile('output.txt','shape.dat');
movefile(filename, folderpath);
movefile('shape.dat',folderpath);
copyfile('Ag.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('Ti.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat.exe',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat2.par','ddscat.par');
movefile('ddscat.par',folderpath);
disp(['Sucess, file saved to: ', foldername]);
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A.5 Code for creating the ring structure
%%All cylinders are oriented such that the incident light
%%is along the x axis and strikes the circular face of the cylinder
R = [35, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5]; %ring outer radius
Ri = 25; %ring inner radius
r = [5, 5, 5]; %inner cylinder radius
H = [20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 20]; %ring height
cylinders = 9; %number of cylinders (including ring)
offX = zeros(1,cylinders);
offY = zeros(1,cylinders);
offZ = zeros(1,cylinders);
%

offX = [0,-40,40];
offY = [0,19,-19,0,0,13,13,-13,-13];
offZ = [0,0,0,19,-19,13,-13,13,-13];

%% calculation parameters used for output documentation file
X = H;
Y = R;
Z = R;
Xd = X; %diameter
Yd = Y*2;
Zd = Z*2;
ri = r; %inner cylinder radius
Xs = ri*2;
Ys = ri*2;
Zs = ri*2;
Out = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
d = 1; %dipole #
di = 1; %inner dipole #
off = 1;
for i = (-Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off)):(Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y(1,off)+offY(1,off)):(Y(1,off)+offY(1,off))
for k = (0+offX(1,off)):(X(1,off)+offX(1,off))
L = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L <= R(1,off) && L >= Ri
Out = [Out; d k j i 2 2 2];
d = d + 1;
end
end
end
end
for off = 2:cylinders
for i = (-Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off)):(Z(1,off)+offZ(1,off))
for j = (-Y(1,off)+offY(1,off)):(Y(1,off)+offY(1,off))
for k = (0+offX(1,off)):(X(1,off)+offX(1,off))
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L = ((i-offZ(1,off))^2 + (j-offY(1,off))^2)^.5;
if L <= R(1,off)
Out = [Out; d k j i 1 1 1];
d = d + 1;
di = di + 1;
end
end
end
end
end

Out(1,:) = [];
d = d - 1;
di = di - 1;
fid = fopen('output.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid, ' >TARCEL: Special Shape:Ring w/ Particles; AX,AY,AZ= %7.4f
%7.4f %7.4f BX,BY,BZ= %7.4f %7.4f %7.4f', Xd, Yd, Zd, Xs, Ys, Zs);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n %8.0f %8.0f = NAT, NIN,', d, di);
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 = A_1 vector\r\n 0.000000
1.000000 0.000000 = A_2 vector')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 = lattice spacings
(d_x,d_y,d_z)/d')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n -0.50000 -0.50000 -0.50000 = lattice offset x0(1-3) =
(x_TF,y_TF,z_TF)/d for dipole 0 0 0')
fprintf(fid, '\r\n
JA IX IY IZ ICOMP(x,y,z)\r\n');
fprintf(fid,'%7d %3d %3d %3d %1d %1d %1d\r\n', Out');
fclose(fid);
foldername =
sprintf('Ring%dR%dRi%dH%dparticles%dr%dh',R(1,1),Ri(1,1),H(1,1),cylinders,r(1
,1),H(1,1));
folderpath = strcat(foldername,'/');
filename =
sprintf('Ring%dR%dRi%dH%dparticles%dr%dh.txt',R(1,1),Ri(1,1),H(1,1),cylinders
,r(1,1),H(1,1));
mkdir(foldername);
copyfile('output.txt',filename);
copyfile('output.txt','shape.dat');
movefile(filename, folderpath);
movefile('shape.dat',folderpath);
copyfile('Ag.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('Ti.txt',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat.exe',folderpath);
copyfile('ddscat2.par','ddscat.par');
movefile('ddscat.par',folderpath);
disp(['Sucess, file saved to: ', foldername]);
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